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1 READING COMPREHENSION

Read texts 1.1a–1.1c and then answer questions 1–25. Choose the 
best alternative for each item and mark your answers on the optical 
answer sheet in pencil.

Soaps, sex and sociology

The glamorised world portrayed on the nightly telenovelas (soap 
operas) on Brazilian television is, superficially at least, about as 
representative of the country as a whole as Marie Antoinette and her 
shepherdesses were of 1780s France. But they are all about aspiration. 
About 40m people watch the mid-evening novela from Globo, the 
leading network. The action often takes place in Rio de Janeiro, where 
Globo is based, among families which are smaller, whiter and richer 
than average. New research suggests that by selling this version of 
the country to itself, Globo has boosted two important social trends.
 The soaps blossomed under Brazil’s military regime of 1964-85. 
The generals subsidised sales of television sets to build a sense of 
nationhood in a large and then largely illiterate country. National 
news was meant to do the job, but the soaps got the audience. Their 
scriptwriters and directors saw them as a tool with which to reach 
the masses. Their plots often tilt in a progressive direction: AIDS is 
discussed, condoms are promoted and social mobility exemplified. 
 How much impact do the soaps have on real life? As recounted 
in papers from the Inter-American Development Bank, researchers 
tracked Globo’s expansion across the country and compared this to 
data on fertility and divorce. 
 The results are most striking for the total fertility rate, which 
dropped from 6.3 children per woman in 1960 to 2.3 in 2000, despite 
contraception being officially discouraged for some of that time. This 
was because women moved to cities and opted to have fewer babies. 
The papers argue that the small, happy families portrayed on television 
contributed to this trend. Controlling for other factors, the arrival of 
Globo was associated with a decline of 0.6 percentage points in the 
probability of a woman giving birth in a given year. That is equivalent 
to the drop in the birth rate associated with a woman having two extra 
years of schooling.
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 The effect on divorce was smaller, but noticeable. The researchers 
found that between 1975, when divorce was first discussed, and 1984, 
about one in five of the main characters in Globo soaps were divorced 
or separated, a higher percentage than in the real Brazil. These break-
ups were not just a result of machismo: from the mid-1960s to the mid-
1980s about 30% of female lead characters in novelas were unfaithful 
to their partners. The researchers found that the arrival of Globo in 
an area was associated with a rise of 0.1-0.2 percentage points in the 
share of women aged 15-49 who were divorced or separated. The 
authors reckon that watching “empowered” women having fun in Rio 
made other women (a few of them anyway) more independent.
 Other research shows that divorce and lower fertility are linked 
to less domestic violence. So the influence of soaps may be far more 
positive than critics of their vapidity claim. If Globo could now come 
up with a seductive novela about tax reform, its transformation of 
Brazil would be complete.

Source: The Economist, March 12th, 2009

Starry-eyed

For an ocean-loving nation, Japan has an odd way of showing its 
affection for the sea. Out of a fear of typhoons and tsunamis, and with 
an element of man-against-nature hubris, it has sealed much of its 
coastline in a girdle of concrete. Where children once scrambled over 
rocks to explore haunted caves, now they climb on cement tetrapods.
 Hajime Kayanne, a science professor at the University of Tokyo, 
has a less intrusive approach to coping with the dangers from the 
sea. He calls it “eco-engineering”. It may represent the sort of “soft 
power” that Japan hopes to wield as its economic might is eclipsed by 
China.
 Mr Kayanne’s special ingredient is not cement but star sand, the 
shells of a tiny single-celled organism, called foraminifera, found near 
coral reefs in Japan’s south – and taken in jars by tourists as a lucky 
charm. Foraminifera grow in the ocean, and when they die mix with 
coral to become the sediment that forms atolls. Mr Kayanne has found 
how to grow foraminifera artificially. He hopes this can help low-lying 
Pacific atolls survive if global warming raises sea levels.
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 Japan has plenty of self-interest in the endeavour. Mr Kayanne is 
mainly focused on using star sand to raise the height of a tiny islet – 
barely visible at low tide – called Okinotorishima, which is 1,740km 
south of Tokyo.
 Japan calls it an island and claims it as territory, which it says gives 
it the right to an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of 400,000 square 
km – larger than Japan’s land mass itself. The surrounding sea is rich 
in tuna, but is also militarily important to China. If rising sea levels 
swamp the land (which is already encased in concrete), Japan loses 
its claim to the EEZ.
 So far, star sand has only been grown in the laboratory. It may not 
even make it to Okinotorishima if lawyers decide that land propped 
up by artificial star sand does not count as an island – in which case 
it would not merit an EEZ.
 But Mr Kayanne is also leading a Japanese project to create a 
beach made out of home-grown star sand in Tuvalu, a South Pacific 
atoll perilously close to sea level. He says up to three-quarters of the 
island’s “body mass” – or sediment – is star sand, and he believes the 
beach project will help regenerate the island naturally.
 “Japan should be a world pioneer of this new eco-technology 
against global warming,” he says, echoing a line from the election 
manifesto of the new Japanese government. He admits the people 
of Tuvalu have different ideas, however. “They say: ‘You come from 
Japan. Why don’t you just build us a sea wall?’ ”

Source: The Economist, Oct. 15th, 2009

The Search for Sanctuary 

A hundred or so orangutans have just returned from a day at “forest 
school,” where they learn to find food, use tools and fear snakes. 
Assembled on a lawn, they act much like any group of kids at recess 
– congregating in small groups, clocking each other over the head, 
holding hands, turning somersaults and adroitly climbing a jungle 
gym. These apes are orphans, having lost their forest homes to 
palm-oil plantations or their mothers to poachers who sell the babies 
to an illegal pet trade. A few still bear the marks etched into their 
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necks from the months or years they spent in chains. The staff at 
the Nyaru Menteng orangutan sanctuary, in Central Kalimantan on 
the Indonesian side of Borneo, is painstakingly raising the apes and 
acting as surrogates for orangutan mothers who rear their young for 
up to eight years. Once they’re old enough and wise enough to survive 
on their own, the apes move to islands that serve as halfway houses 
until the animals can be placed back into the jungle.
 The orphaned orangutans, however, may have nowhere to go 
back to. As Borneo’s rainforests continue to be felled at an alarming 
rate, suitable habitat is increasingly hard to come by. Roughly half 
of Borneo’s forests have already been demolished over the past few 
decades, the trees turned to wood products and much of the land 
transformed into plantations for palm-oil trees. Orphanages are now 
scrambling for creative ways of financing the acquisition of land, 
while there’s still some left.
 The land squeeze is a direct consequence of the growing palm-oil 
trade. Palm oil is the world’s most popular edible oil, used in products 
ranging from Cadbury’s chocolate to Newman’s Own cookies to Dove 
cleansers to biodiesel. Indonesia and Malaysia, which share the island 
of Borneo, together provide nearly 90 percent of the global supply. 
More than eight million acres of forest in Kalimantan are currently 
being razed or are allocated for palm plantations, according to a 
recent study. Resident animals are left homeless, particularly if the 
surrounding forest has already been destroyed. Workers hired to clear 
the land often kill the mother apes and sell the babies on the black 
market as pets. A small fraction are rescued by groups like the Borneo 
Orangutan Survival Foundation, which operates Nyaru Menteng.
 The forest destruction has swelled the orphanage’s ranks to more 
than 600 orangutans, even though the facility was initially designed 
to hold about 100. Although about 50,000 orangutans live on Borneo, 
most of them occupy unprotected areas, where they’re vulnerable to 
development. The number of animals is declining very fast.
 Conservationists have been trying to hold the line by defending 
existing strongholds. For instance, several groups, including WWF 
and the Frankfurt Zoological Society, recently banded together to 
protest a logging operation planned by two companies, Sinar Mas 
and Asia Pulp and Paper, which would destroy Sumatran rainforest 
where 100 rehabilitated orangutans have been released since 2002. 
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Wildlife organizations are also looking for new land, but there’s not 
much that’s suitable. Orangutan habitat must be big enough to sustain 
enough animals to breed and thrive. “If you find good lowland forest, 
which we can’t because it’s almost all gone here, you could put about 
two orangutans per square kilometer,” said Lone Dröscher Nielsen, 
the Danish director of Nyaru Menteng who has run the sanctuary for 
more than 12 years. “Where we’re looking we can probably only put 
one per square kilometer. But you have to have at least one per square 
kilometer or they’ll never meet each other.”
 Further complicating matters, scientists are reluctant to mix 
wild orangutans with those that have been raised by humans. 
The rehabilitated animals could transmit human diseases – like 
tuberculosis or hepatitis – to wild communities, and could themselves 
be vulnerable to parasites or infections carried by wild orangutans. 
And then there’s the risk of transmitting social conventions – actions 
or forms of expression the animals picked up from people that might 
somehow pollute the wild culture of orangutans, threatening their 
survival. “Recent research has shown that much of orangutan behavior 
is learned, and there even appear to be regional variations,” said John 
Burton, founder of the World Land Trust, at a forum at the Linnean 
Society in London in April. That means conservation groups must 
find forest that doesn’t currently house any orangutans, which rules 
out many existing protected areas.
 These restrictions have forced conservation groups to consider 
forests they might have overlooked in the past. Scientists have found, 
for instance, that orangutans do well in secondary forests, in which 
ancient trees have been logged out and newer trees have grown to 
take their place. The apes can also survive in forests that are logged 
according to sustainable management principles. Those orangutans 
that have thrived in one sustainably logged Sabah forest for a dozen 
years often move through palm-oil plantations to get from one patch of 
forest to another. Therefore plantation owners should be persuaded to 
create corridors of rainforest trees linking otherwise isolated forests. 
Such an arrangement could greatly expand the available forest to the 
apes. Even the ecosystems that are protected are interconnected. So  
efforts cannot be focused on protected forests alone.
 The biggest hurdle, though, is raising the money to acquire 
land. Conservation groups are banding together with bankers and 
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entrepreneurs to explore market-based solutions. An international 
program called Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and 
Degradation, or REDD, could enable governments and local 
communities to profit from healthy forests by capitalizing on the 
forests’ ability to store carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas. A study 
found that conserving Borneo’s forests through the selling of carbon 
credits could be more profitable than turning them into palm-oil 
farms. 
 A growing number of firms are using REDD strategies to protect 
Borneo’s forests, with deals in the works on parcels of up to several 
hundred thousand acres. “Forest is needed, first and foremost,” says 
Richard Zimmerman, director of Orangutan Outreach, a New York 
conservation organization. “But is there hope? Yes. There has to be 
hope.”

Source: Newsweek, Aug. 17th, 2009

Suomenkieliset koulut: 
Lue seuraava teksti ja vastaa sen pohjalta lyhyesti suomeksi kysy-
myksiin a–e. Kirjoita vastauksesi selvällä käsialalla kielikokeen 
vastauslomakkeen A-puolelle.

Svenska skolor:
Läs texten och ge sedan ett kort svar på svenska på frågorna a–e. 
Skriv svaren med tydlig handstil på sida A av svarsblanketten för 
språkproven.

Olive investigates ORGANIC

Confused about organics? Who can blame you. For decades the merits, 
or otherwise, of organic food production have divided opinion.
 The latest spat in the war of words around organics came when a 
review of scientific research into the possible nutritional benefits of 
organic food, carried out for the Food Standards Agency (FSA), found 
“no important differences in the nutrition content, or any additional 
health benefits, of organic food when compared with conventionally 
produced food”. The validity of this conclusion was hotly contested by 
the pro-organic lobby. It asserted that the FSA review did not include 
the results of a major European Union-funded study, which showed 
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that levels of a range of nutritionally desirable compounds (such as 
vitamins and antioxidants) were higher in organic crops.

a) Mitä FSA:n tutkimus totesi, ja mitä vastustajat väittivät?
 Vad konstaterade man i FSA-undersökningen, och vad påstod  
 motståndarna?

Another criticism of the FSA report was that it chose to ignore the 
possible health benefits of avoiding pesticides. Some 300 pesticides 
are approved for use in conventional food production, including known 
carcinogens and nerve poisons. Government monitoring shows that 
residues of these potent chemicals turn up in roughly a third of all the 
food we eat and almost half of all our fruit and vegetables. Regulators 
claim such residues pose no risk to human health because we consume 
only tiny traces. Critics of the Government’s pesticide safety testing 
question this judgment, arguing that it doesn’t give enough weight to 
the possible cocktail effect of accumulated residues of chemicals in 
the modern diet.

b) Mistä FSA:n raporttia myös arvostellaan, ja mitä päättäjät   
 väittävät?
 Vad kritiseras FSA-rapporten också för, och vad påstår   
 beslutsfattarna?

Defenders of conventional agriculture, however, highlight the fact 
that pesticide use has led to an explosion in crop yields over the last 
50 years, effectively halving the cost of food and eradicating hunger 
in some countries. This contrasts with organic food, which is often 
more expensive. They warn that if we relied on organic farmers, 
there wouldn’t be enough to feed the world’s booming population. 
The Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs has 
found that organic crop output is “an average of 42% lower than on 
conventional farms”.

c) Mitä etuja perinteisestä maanviljelystä sanotaan olevan   
 luomuviljelyyn verrattuna?
 Vilka fördelar påstås det konventionella jordbruket ha, jämfört  
 med det ekologiska?

(continued on page 12)
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 Soaps, sex and sociology

 1. What is said about the telenovelas?
  A They superficially tell about Brazilian society 
  B They portray average Brazilian families
  C They present a glamorised picture of Brazil

 2. Why did the military regime support television?
  A It was an efficient way to spread propaganda
  B It could provide entertainment for the people
  C It could reach those people who couldn’t read

 3. What have the soap scriptwriters and directors tried to do?
  A Include serious issues in the plots
  B Increase TV ratings
  C Give examples of social changes

 4. What did the Inter-American Development Bank study?
  A If Globo’s novelas affected the views on births and divorces
  B If Globo’s expansion had any social consequences 
  C If Globo’s soaps had spread evenly throughout the country

 5. Why did the birth rate drop so dramatically between 1960 and  
 2000?
  A The use of contraception was encouraged by the state
  B There was migration from rural to urban environments
  C Women preferred to live alone and have fewer babies

 6. What was the role of Globo in the declining fertility trend?
  A It supported the idea of more education
  B Its novelas told about small contented families
  C It broadcast programmes on family planning and giving  
   birth

 7. What is the connection between Globo novelas and divorce?
  A It is thought to be quite considerable
  B There are fewer divorces because of the novelas
  C Novelas may encourage more women to divorce
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Starry-eyed 

 8. Why is there a cement wall around much of Japan?
  A To show the Japanese love of the sea
  B To protect against natural dangers
  C To make the coastline safer for children 

 9. What is special about Mr Kayanne’s approach?
  A He recruits tourists as helpers
  B He uses organic material
  C He relies on “soft power”

10. What is said about coral atolls?
  A They are partly made of foraminifera
  B Global warming poses an immediate threat
  C Tourists are causing damage to them

11. Why is Japan interested in Okinotorishima?
  A It might help in protecting Japan against China
  B It would serve several Japanese interests
  C It could prevent the sea levels from rising 

12. Why may Japan’s plans fail?
  A The use of star sand could be found illegal
  B Star sand is possibly too artificial
  C The EEZ might forbid the use of star sand

13. What other project does Mr Kayanne have?
  A To make artificial beaches
  B To help star sand grow
  C To build up the Tuvalu atoll
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The Search for Sanctuary

14. What is said about young orangutans?
  A They prefer to live in groups
  B They act much like human children
  C They like to pick fights

15. Why are the young orangutans at the sanctuary?
  A They have lost both their parents
  B They are victims of human greed
  C Their homes have been destroyed

16. What do we learn about orangutan mothers?
  A They fight fiercely for their young
  B They take care of their young for quite a long time 
  C They never abandon their young

17. What other problem do young orangutans face?
  A They hardly ever learn how to live in the jungle again
  B There are very few proper rainforests left
  C It’s difficult for them to leave the sanctuaries

18. Why is palm oil so valuable to people?
  A It has so many uses
  B It can be used as gas in cars 
  C There is a limited supply of it

19. What is one of the problems the founding of palm plantations  
 has caused?
  A Orangutans’ sanctuaries have become too crowded
  B It has badly affected the balance of nature
  C Native people are forced to give up their land

20. Why has the number of orangutans decreased so fast?
  A There are too many natural enemies in the jungle
  B There is too little food for them to survive
  C There is too much development taking place

10
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21. How have the conservationist organizations reacted?
  A They have tried to fight against the logging companies
  B They have insisted the companies withdraw from   
   Sumatra
  C They have threatened to make their protest widely known 

22. What would be an advantage of good lowland forest?
  A It allows more orangutans to live there than on less    
   suitable land
  B It gives suitable shelter for orangutans’ breeding 
  C It offers enough food and protection to orangutans

23. What is one of the dangers in rehabilitating orangutans?
  A It may be a health risk to wild animals
  B Wild animals’ habitat may be polluted
  C They may attack wild animals

24. What allows orangutans to thrive in logged forest areas?
  A There are enough plantations there
  B The forests are not totally logged
  C   Enough food is provided for them

25. How could Borneo’s government profit from selling carbon   
 credits?
  A It could get rid of palm plantations  
  B It could bring more employment into the country
  C It could utilize the healthy forests
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A common reason for choosing organic food is animal welfare. The 
growth of factory farming has led to the intensive farming of livestock, 
especially of pigs, poultry and dairy cows. Such animals live entirely 
indoors, unable to express natural instincts such as foraging for food, 
or suckling their young. Intensive animal production systems are 
not permitted under organic rules. Organically reared animals must 
always be free range and they must be kept in smaller herds or flocks 
with more space to encourage good health and minimize stress.

d) Mikä muu ero perinteisen ja luonnonmukaisen maatalouden   
 välillä vielä on? 
 Vilken skillnad finns det ytterligare mellan konventionell och  
 ekologisk lanthushållning?

 
Another major difference is that organic farming is based on 
encouraging natural soil fertility to produce healthy crops and 
animals. Pests are kept under control by encouraging beneficial 
natural predators and a mixture of different crops is grown in rotation 
to discourage the build-up of disease that can occur when only one 
crop is grown continuously in the same spot. A scientific review has 
found that there are more birds, butterflies, beetles, bats and wild 
flowers on organic farms than on non-organic farms.

Source: olive, December 2009

e) Millä tavoin luomuviljelyssä vältetään tuholaiset?
 På vilka sätt undviker man skadeinsekter i det ekologiska   
 jordbruket?
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The Drovers  

From the departure of the Romans to 

the making of the toll roads in the 18th 

century no main public highways were 

built in Britain. People paved some paths 

as local need arose or travelled the old 

trade routes. These paths __26__ by lines 

of heavily burdened packhorses carrying 

essential goods.

 But for centuries, the most important 

long-distance travellers were the drovers: 

Celts from Scotland and Wales bringing 

their highland cattle across England to be 

fattened in the grazing lands of the south-

east before __27__ at the London or Kent 

markets. They formed great cavalcades 

that blocked the way for other travellers 

for hours __28__. Some parts of the 

droveways were also used to transport 

pigs, sheep, geese and turkeys, and these 

animals also had to travel great distances. 

But __29__ the cattle drovers who were 

the aristocrats of their trade. 

26. A use
 B used
 C used to
 D were used

27. A sold
 B being sold
 C having sold
 D to be sold

28. A on time
 B for a time
 C at a time
 D with the times

29. A it was
 B there was
 C there were
 D they were

2 GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

Read the text carefully and for each item choose the alternative that 
best fits the context. Mark your answers (26–50) on the optical answer 
sheet in pencil.
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 Although there are wild tales of the 

drovers, __30__ the exploits of the 

famous Highlander, Rob Roy, for the 

most part they were solid worthies, 

__31__ their neighbours to carry money 

and important documents as well as cattle 

to the south, and bring home goods and 

news of the outside world to the remote 

farmsteads. They were the reporters of 

the time, __32__ were the first to hear 

and tell of the outcome of the battle of 

Waterloo, and to whom the farmers’ 

wives turned for information about the 

__33__ fashions.

 Above all they were responsible 

__34__ the large sums of money which 

the cattle represented – on the hoof on the 

outward journey and homeward in hard 

cash. This wealth had to __35__ through 

remote mountain passes haunted by 

highwaymen. The obvious solution was to 

devise a safe means of transferring cash 

without having to carry __36__ about. So 

the history of banking is closely linked to 

the droving trade.

 The more prosperous Welsh drovers 

had overnight accommodation at inns, the 

Highlanders lived more sparsely, sleeping 

out of doors with the cattle. For both, the 

30. A as
 B as if
 C such as
 D example

31. A trusting
 B trusting in
 C trusted
 D trusted by

32. A that
 B which
 C who
 D those

33. A late
 B later
 C latter
 D latest

34. A for
 B of
 C to
 D with

35. A take
 B taking
 C be taken
 D have taken

36. A it
 B that
 C those
 D –

14



first consideration was always the grazing 

of the beasts. __37__ in most cases all 

traces of the old inns have completely 

disappeared, you can still track down 

__38__ whereabouts by patches of bright 

grass, owing its lushness to centuries of 

manuring by the visiting herds. Halfpenny 

pastures they are often called, reflecting 

the cost of grazing per night per beast. 

 The cattle __39__ often polled, partly 

because it is easier to handle beasts 

without horns, and partly because of an 

old folk belief that the growth of horns 

took up __40__ of the vital juices that 

should go to the building up of flesh. 

The cattle had to be shod for their long 

journey. As cattle have cloven hoofs, 

the shoe for each hoof had to be made 

in two parts. It takes a special skill and 

enormous strength to shoe an ox. But 

one shoeing would not last __41__ long 

trip. Local blacksmiths did well to have 

their forges sited on the drove routes. 

Sometimes, too, a smith with a portable 

forge __42__ accompany the droves on 

part of the route, to replace cast shoes or 

to deal with any animal which showed 

signs of becoming lame.

 __43__ all other trades and crafts, the 

drovers developed their own folklore and 

37. A Although
 B Because
 C Whereas
 D When

38. A its
 B their
 C the
 D some

39. A was
 B were
 C has been
 D have been

40. A any
 B each
 C none
 D some

41. A all
 B all of
 C the whole of
 D the whole of the

42. A need to
 B were to
 C should
 D would

43. A Among
 B As
 C Like
 D With

15



superstition and __44__ their own work 

songs and ballads as they rode or tramped 

with the cattle across the hills. Rowan was 

the plant that above all others brought 

good luck, warding off supernatural evil 

and natural accidents. Until the 17th 

century packs of wolves still roamed the 

wilder moorlands, but probably a __45__ 

most anxious moments came when water 

__46__ crossed. Often there were no 

boats, and beasts, men and horses had 

to swim the straits or make a hurried 

journey across the sands at low water.

 The regular __47__ of the journey 

– an average of two miles an hour – 

must also have been a consideration for 

__48__ many people who travelled with 

the drovers __49__ have companionship 

and some measure of safety on their 

journeys. The sons of rich landowners 

went to London with the drovers to see 

the world; other lads from more modest 

backgrounds were sent by their fathers 

to take up apprenticeship in the English 

cities. And they __50__ were used by 

the drovers to ward off highwaymen and 

bandits. 

Source: Shirley Toulson, The Drovers, 1980

44. A sing
 B singing
 C sang
 D sung

45. A drover
 B drovers
 C drover’s
 D drovers’

46. A has to be
 B had to be
 C had been
 D was to

47. A fastness
 B pace
 C rapidity
 D rates

48. A a
 B an
 C the
 D –

49. A for
 B in order
 C in order to
 D so that

50. A in favour of
 B in return
 C on the other hand
 D the other way  
  round
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Translate clauses (1)–(6) into natural English. Write your answers in 
the given order on side B of the answer sheet. Write each translation 
on a separate line. Please write clearly.

Dear Aunt Annie,

I’m sorry for not having written to you earlier, but I’ve been busy 
with, you know, my studies and, well, 

 (1) ainahan niitä syitä löytyy.             (2 p.)
  ursäkter finns det alltid.

But anyway, I wish to thank you SO MUCH for the nice birthday 
present. I knew I could rely on my favourite aunt to know 

 (2) mikä olisi sisarenpojalle mieluista.              (2 p.)
  vad en systerson skulle tycka om.

The money was just what I needed to make my dream come true. 

 (3) Merimatka Seawindillä oli upea kokemus,             (2 p.)
  Sjöresan på Seawind var en fantastisk upplevelse,         

and I wasn’t seasick at all. The hotel in Scotland was just right and the 
food was OK, too.
 
 (4) Lainasin pyörän ja ajoin kymmeniä maileja yhden       (3 p.)
  kaverin kanssa.                
  Jag lånade en cykel och åkte tiotals mil tillsammans 
  med en kompis.

We found some nice shells for your collection and almost drowned 
because we forgot to keep an eye on high tide. (Please don’t tell Mom!) 

 (5) Emme kuitenkaan menneet uimaan, koska siellä oli 
  niin kylmä.               (3 p.)
        Vi gick ändå inte och badade, för det var så kallt där.           
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I saw sheep everywhere and some men in kilts but never heard any 
bagpipes. Well, I’m home again and can only dream of those days with 
my nose in my books here at college.

 (6) Äidiltä terveisiä, ja nähdään taas jouluna.
  Hälsningar från mamma, och vi ses igen i jul.            (3 p.)

With fondest love,
David                total    (15 p.)

                  

3 PRODUCTION 

Write a composition of between 150 and 250 words on one of the 
following topics. Please write clearly on the notebook paper (konsepti-
paperi/konceptpapper) provided. Follow the guidance. Count the 
number of words in your composition and write it at the end.

1. Eat in, eat out, eat away
 When you want to celebrate something with your friends, do you 

yourself prepare the food or do you prefer some other arrangement? 
Why? What does your “menu” consist of? 

2.  Money down the drain
 Consuming is the trend of the day. What are real necessities? What 

could we do without? How could we save money? 

3.  Shopping on Sundays
 Is it necessary to have shops open all days of the week?  What 

advantages or disadvantages has it brought? Write a letter to the 
editor of a newspaper.

4.  Programming children 24/7
 Today, parents seem to think that children have to be constantly 

programmed with various activities and hobbies. What is your idea 
of “quality time” for children? 
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KOKEEN PISTEITYS  /  POÄNGSÄTTNINGEN AV PROVET

__________________________________________________________

Tehtävä Osioiden  Pisteitys Paino- Enint.  Arvostelu-
  määrä  kerroin*  lomakkeen
      sarake
__________________________________________________________

Uppgift Antal del- Poäng- Koefficient* Max.  Kolumn på
  uppgifter  sättning   bedömnings-
      blanketten
__________________________________________________________

1.1a–c  25  x  1/0 p. |  x 2 50 p. 1

1.2   5  x  2–0 p. |  x 2 20 p. 2

2.1    25  x  1/0 p. |  x 1 25 p. 3

2.2    6  x  2/3–0 p. |  x 1 15 p. 4

3        99 p. 7
             _________ ______    

            
           Yht./Tot. 209 p.

* Painotus tapahtuu lautakunnassa. 
  Viktningen görs av nämnden.


